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Increase
in state grants
raises tuition

Car-cass

By BRITTA TRYGSTAD
Photo Editor

RONNIE MILLER/THE ADVOCATE

MSUM Campus Security jump starts a car Thursday. Temperatures last week dipped under
30 below zero and at least 7,000 cars in the Fargo-Moorhead area failed to start.

MSUM’s tuition will rise $534
next year, in part because legislators paid for a state grant increase
with funds from MnSCU.
Last
year
the
Minnesota
Legislature approved a $40 million
increase in state grant funding for
2004-2005, drawing funds from
Minnesota State Colleges and
Universities and the University of
Minnesota.
Carolyn Zehren, director of financial aid, said the money drawn
from MnSCU has caused tuition to
rise. Next year’s tuition will total
$4,604 for full-time students.
“Colleges and universities took a
huge hit, which will increase student’s tuition by 15 percent each of

the next two years,” said State Rep.
Paul Marquart, D-Moorhead.
Marquart said he fears the cost of
education is becoming unaffordable for students planning to further their education after high
school.
“What is frustrating is that every
legislator will say they support
higher education, yet it gets cut by
$350 million. There is a real disconnect going on,” Marquart said.
“A strong higher education system
is key to the quality of life in rural
Minnesota and our economic
development.”
The amount of state grant money
allocated to students is based on
the
expected
contribution

❒ TUITION, page 3

International Students Club provides support
By ANNA HOVHANNISYAN
Stafff Writer

Most people would agree that
knowledge is an essential tool
for success. Students from all
corners of the world come to
MSUM hoping to increase
their knowledge and experience.
In addition to classes, MSUM
has a number of different student organizations, ranging
from the Pre-Medical Club to
the Campus Activities Board.
Each organization provides
students with a wide variety of
information, entertainment
and campus events, among
other things.
The International Students
Club is a popular club on
campus. It was founded in the
early 1970s and has members
from a wide variety of locations. It currently consists of
186 students from 38 countries,
including
Japan,
Lebanon, Pakistan, Nepal,
Morocco,
India,
Russia,
Ukraine, Azerbaijan, China,
Canada and Sri Lanka.
The International Programs
office promotes, supports and
celebrates an international
environment at MSUM. It provides accurate information
and dependable services to
National Student Exchange
participants and international
students. The office helps
international students become
acquainted with their new
surroundings.
International student adviser Kimberly Gillette knows

what it’s like to be an international student because she
studied abroad in France.
Gillette helps international
students get acquainted with
the MSUM community. Her
orientation sessions preceding each semester help international students prepare for
classes and meet other students.
International students often
find classes here quite different from those in their
respective countries. They
notice social and cultural differences, and some experience culture shock. Advisers,
diplomats and employees
help new students settle into
the Fargo-Moorhead community.
Most international students
experience similar emotions
when they first arrive here.
The International Students
Club provides opportunities
for students to communicate
with each other, share experiences and offer support when
they face problems.
ISC
president
Roxanne
Stewart, 22, who is from
Jamaica, inspires students
with her new and interesting
ideas.
“It gets the international students together. It’s a social tie
for them,” she said. “The purpose is also to help the campus community know about
other cultures. Right now the
international students volunteer in Dorothy Day House in
Moorhead.”
Stewart said international

students are an integral part
of the community. Many of the
international students work
for on-campus companies
such as Sodexho and Campus
Security.
“They bring a lot to the campus, sharing culture, history,
food. They contribute everything, and American students
love it,” Stewart said.

Gerry Haukebo, former vice
president of public affairs,
added, “For many students,
studying abroad is one of their
greatest life experiences. I’d
like to do my part to encourage more students to take that
step.”
There are also many international professors at MSUM.
Among them is Andrew

Conteh, an international relations professor. He shares his
experiences with students
through useful advice.
“Winter here is very cold.
Before buying clothes, think
whether you need it or not,”
Conteh said.
Hovhannisyan can be reached
at hovhanan@mnstate.edu

SUBMITTED PHOTO

Members of the International Students Club pose during their Secret Santa party.
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2.5 — 2.11
Happenings
and Events

2.7
“Fan Appreciation Night” for F-M
Jets, 7:05 p.m., John E. Carlson
Coliseum “The Hanger,” ticket
information: 235-2354.
2.9-2.13
Sexual responsibility week
sponsored by the peer educators of Hendrix Health Center,
watch for freebies in CMU.

D

ragons’
en 2.5 — 2.11

Organizational events
on campus

2.9
Public Relations Student Society
of America, 2 p.m., mass communications office.
2.9
Milkshakes at Kroll’s with Delta
Zeta, 9 p.m., CMU.
Get your organization listed
in the Dragons’ Den or your
event listed in the Hap. Send
us the time, date and location
of your next event and watch
the people come rolling in.
advocate@mnstate.edu

Students show art
An MSUM student art exhibit
will be on display Monday
through Feb. 23 in the CA gallery.
Exhibits will feature Amanda
Scherzer, drawings; Caley
Steward, graphic drawings;
Jessica Matson, drawings and
paintings; Robb Siverson, photography; Bret Newton, paintings; Mamie Phillips, sculpture
and paintings; Tara Hager,
paintings and ceramics.
The exhibit is in partial fullfillment of students’ bachelor of
science and bachelor of arts.
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NEWS BRIEFS
‘Celebrate Winter’
“Celebrate Winter,” a series of
educational and recreational
activities for the family, runs
from 2 to 4 p.m. Feb. 8 at
MSUM’s Regional Science
Center Buffalo River site,
located 15 miles east of
Moorhead, adjacent to Buffalo
River State Park.
The program includes a hike
on snowshoes, a cross-country
ski trek and a winter ecology
interpretive walk, as well as a
viewing of winter birds at the
Interpretive Center’s bird
observatory.
Snowshoes, skis and boots
will be available for use.
Personal equipment is recommended.
The
MSUM
Recreation and Outing Center,
located in the CMU, rents
cross-country skis and snowshoes. Call 477-2265 for rental
information.

‘The rush from your touch’
An evening of music and
romance featuring pianist,
singer and songwriter Rob
Gonzalez, followed by Shawn
Decker and Gwen Barringer
presenting “A Boy, A Girl, A
Virus and the Relationship
That Happened Anyway”
starts at 7 p.m. Tuesday in
the CMU ballroom.
Gonzalez, who is from
Boston, released an album
titled “Somehow” in 2002,
that debuted on a U.S. radio
chart at No. 18 just below Bob
Dylan, Sting and Lyle Lovett.

Logging days
visits past, present
The 21st Annual Buena
Vista Logging Days will be
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Saturday at Buena Vista Ski
Area & Logging Village, located 12 miles north of Bemidji
on County Road 15.
It is a day filled with sleigh
rides, flapjack meals, live music,
dancing, lumberjack history,
demonstrations and more.
The keynote speaker will be
Steve Hoffbeck of the MSUM
history department.
Children have a chance to
win prizes, watch magic
shows, ride ponies, get a picture taken with Paul and
Babe, and more.
Call 218-243-3230 for more
information. The cost is $23
per family, $3 for ages 6-12,
$5 for 13 and older and free
for children 5 and under.

Barringer and Decker

Decker
is living
with HIV.
He contracted
the disease in
s i x t h
g r a d e
from
a
clotting
factor
used to
treat his
hemoGonzalez
philia.
Barringer is a case manager
for the AIDS Services Group
in Virginia. She and Decker
are a couple, and they will
share their knowledge about
protection against HIV, AIDS
and other prevalent STDs.
This is a Campus Activities
Board event. The cost is $2
per person and $3 per couple.

Learn about credit,
win fun prizes

Red Weather
seeks submissions

Take charge of your financial
future and have a chance to
win prizes from 11 a.m. to 3
p.m. on Wednesday in CMU
101.
Come for food, prizes and
interactive events including
four sessions: terminology,
how to read credit reports, the
effects of carrying balances,
and comparing and contrasting
different cards. Each topic
begins on the hour.
Prizes include certificates
from All Occasions Limousine,
Days
Inn,
TGIFriday's,
Bennigan's, Gecko's, Ramada,
Best Western Doublewood Inn
and more.
The event is sponsored by
Satisfaction
Plus
Communications, a public
relations campaign execution
group.

Red Weather, MSUM’s campus literary magazine, is considering submissions of short
fiction, creative nonfiction, personal essays, poetry and
graphics for its spring 2004
issue.
Deadline for submissions is
Friday.
Current MSUM undergraduate and graduate students,
faculty, staff and alumni are
invited to submit their best
work.
First place prizes of $25 will
be awarded to the best short
story and the best poem by an
undergraduate; the best poem
by a graduate student; and the
best overall poem.
Visit the Web site at
www.mnstate.edu/english/red
weather.htm for details.

Have a story idea?

E-mail
advocate@mnstate.edu
The Advocate is published weekly during the
academic year, except during final examination
and vacation periods.
Opinions expressed in The Advocate are not
necessarily those of the college administration,
faculty or student body.
The Advocate encourages letters to the editor
and your turn submissions. They should be
typed and must include the writer’s name, signature, address, phone number, year in school
or occupation and any affiliations. Letters are
due Monday at 5 p.m. and can be sent to
MSUM Box 130, dropped off at The Advocate
office in CMU Room 110 or e-mailed to us at:
advocate@mnstate.edu. The Advocate reserves
the right to edit letters and refuse publication of
letters omitting requested information. It does
not guarantee the publication of any letter.

“But it’s his creek, shouldn’t he get the girl?”
The Advocate is prepared for publication by
Minnesota State University Moorhead students
and is printed by Davon Press, West Fargo,
N.D.
Copyright 2003, The Advocate.
The Advocate is always looking for talented
writers, photographers, columnists and illustrators. Meetings are held every Monday at 4:30
p.m. in CMU Room 207.
Contact the editor for more information or
come to the meetings. Students can also write
and work for The Advocate for credit.

Heidi Reule Copy Editor
Laura Bogenschutz Copy Editor
Meredith Holt Copy Editor
Dustin Monke Sports Editor
Britta Trygstad Photo Editor
Sarah Olsonawski Features Editor
Ashley Johnk Opinion Page Editor
Umer Randhawa Advertising Manager
Jolene Goldade Advertising Assistant
Brooke Albertson Advertising Representative
Tanya Holte Graphic Designer
Richard Vaudrin Web Editor
Sarah Bosl Business Manager
Nick Huck Distribution Manager

Glenn Tornell Adviser

Columnists: Samantha Miller, Barbie Porter

Alicia Strnad Editor
Elissa Hovland Arts and Entertainment Editor

Reporters: Britta Trygstad, Dustin Monke,

Casey Moen, Joseph Boushee, Barbie Porter,
Greta Lippert, Brett Ortler, Anna Hovhannisyan
Photographers: Britta Trygstad
Illustrators: Matt Kaufenberg, Peter Gulsvig
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S ecurity
Report

1.24 — 2.1

1.24
1.25
1.26
1.27
1.27
1.27
1.28
1.29
1.30
1.30
1.30
1.31
2.1
2.1

Motor vehicle accident
on 6th Ave. S.
Theft in South Snarr.
Medical response in
Ballard.
Fire alarm in South
Snarr.
911 hang-up in
Grantham.
Fire alarm in Neumaier
Apts.
Parking violation in parking lot E.
Employee motor-vehicle
accident in parking lot X.
Parking violation in parking lot E.
Employee motor-vehicle
accident parking lot E.
Student motor-vehicle
accident in parking lot D.
Liquor law violation in
Nelson.
CMU vandalism.
Medical response in
Nemzek field house.

Honor band
performs
MSUM will host the Honor
Band at 4 p.m. on Saturday,
which will include a free, public
concert
in
Glasrud
Auditorium.
More than 115 area high
school students from 18
schools auditioned for the band
last fall. Sixty-one ninth
through 12th graders from 16
schools were selected for the
honor. MSUM music professor
John Tesch directs the band.
In addition, MSUM’s Fuego
Tropicál, directed by Kenyon
Williams, will perform two
numbers with the Honor Band.

Submit info,
see it in print
Want free publicity? It’s
easy—submit information for
The Advocate News Briefs.
E-mail information about
events, meetings, speakers
and organizations to advocate@mnstate.edu.
Please include when, where,
who,
what
and
why.
Depending on space availability, the entire campus will
know about your event or
organization in a timely
weekly fashion.
We’re here to help you out,
but it’s up to you to take it.

Thursday, Feb. 5, 2004
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Chinese club celebrates New Year

❒ TUITION, from front
rate and the school’s tuition
and fees. Students from both
public and private schools are
eligible for Minnesota state
grants.
The average MSUM student
receives $1,303 in Minnesota
state
grants.
Concordia
tuition and fees are $16,560
this
year.
An
average
Concordia student receives
$3,342 in Minnesota grant
money.
Because 2004 is an off-budget year, legislators aren’t
expected to address the grant
program until 2005.
MSUM Student body president Travis Maier said a simple solution would be to allocate more money to the
MnSCU system, which would
allow money to be spread
evenly among public schools.
He said
traditionally, students
attending
private
schools pay their own way
through school, while public
school students are primarily
aided by the government.
“If you are a private school
student wanting to go to a private school, you should be
willing to pay,” he said.
Zehren said if students want
change they must contact
their legislators.
“Be active,” Zehren said.
“Talk to your legislators.”
Maier encourages students to
get involved with Lobby Day on
Feb. 11.
“Get in contact with the legislators and let them know this
isn’t right,” he said.
Trygstad can be reached
at shadowedfire@hotmail.com.

BRITTA TRYGSTAD/PHOTO EDITOR

Above: Students learn how to play Mah-Jongg, a traditional Chinese game,
during the Chinese New Year celebration on Tuesday. Left: Graduate student Amy Green, right, and graduate student Angie Bratvold fill their plates
with wontons and fried rice. Below: Senior Amber Nelson, left, and senior
Nicole Maeris, cut Chinese characters out of paper. The cut-outs are red,
the color that symbolizes luck in Chinese.

OPINION
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Advocate editorial board
Alicia Strnad
Editor

Sarah Olsonawski
Features Editor

Ashley Johnk
Opinion Editor

Public school
students
screwed again
on financial aid
Once again, MSUM students will have to pay
substantially more for their tuition next year.
Tuition for the 2004-2005 school year will be
$534 more for a full-time student than it was
this year.
This has gone way past ridiculous.
Next year’s increase is due to the $40 million
increase in state grants. The money to pay for
the increase was taken from the University of
Minnesota and from Minnesota State Colleges
and Universities—a group that includes MSUM.

Silence of college newspapers
inappropriate during war

An increase in grants is acceptable, but taking
money from MnSCU to pay for it is not. This
money is being taken from us through tuition to
give us more money through grants. It makes
absolutely no sense.

At a conference on
media
reform
in
Madison, Wis., Ralph
Nader lambasted campus newspapers for following the trend of their
impotent mainstream counterparts, like The Forum or
the Star Tribune. Although
ostensibly more critical than
our overwhelmingly middleclass parents, college students
are failing to take up the progressive cause they are notorious for.
In the spring of 1989, hundreds of Chinese students
died while protesting the arrogance of their government.
Gorbachev visited Beijing and
saw hunger-strikers refusing
to clear out after the government refused to negotiate with
them in Tiananmen Square.
Soon
thereafter
Deng
Xiaoping, embarrassed by the
display, sent in tanks that
received worldwide attention

What makes the situation worse is that a lot of
the grant money we are paying for through our
tuition is going toward private school students.
Because grants are based on the tuition of the
school and not on need, the average Concordia
grant recipient receives almost three times as
much money as the average MSUM grant recipient.
What it amounts to is this: Our tuition increases are paying for Concordia students’ grants. We
are paying for their education.
This is not OK.
Tuition for this past year went up $533. It is
unrealistic for the state to expect us to take
another giant hit like that.
Some say the increase isn’t as bad as it seems
because of the grant increase, but the grant
increase doesn’t come near to paying for the difference.
A low-income recipient attending a state university would receive a $672 increase in state
grants for 2005. That same person’s tuition and
fees would increase by $1,443—more than twice
the additional amount of additional aid.
The bottom line? We understand times are
tough all around the state. We understand budget cuts are necessary and that tuition must go
up. What we don’t understand is why we should
be forced to shoulder more of the burden than
the rest of the state and why our money should
go to pay for the tuition of students at private
colleges. We shouldn’t have to be understanding
when it comes to our money, and we should not
be expected to pay for Concordia students to go
to college.
The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not necessarily those
of the college administration, faculty or student body. The Advocate
encourages letters to the editor and Your Turn submissions. They
should be typed and must include the writer’s name, signature,
address, phone number, year in school or occupation and any
affiliations. Letters are due by 5 p.m. Monday and can be sent to
MSUM Box 130, dropped off in The Advocate office or e-mailed
to advocate@mnstate.edu.

Letters

to the

editor

for squashing activists.
Thankfully,
activists
in
Washington can protest without the fear of Bush sending
in mobile artillery. Yet the
nation’s most critical and idealistic thinkers (college students), have been remarkably
silent with nothing but hypocritical accusations of antiAmericanism to fear. This
silence is occuring during perhaps the most arrogant and
secretive administration to
ever inhabit the White House.
Nixon, as I’ve read in a couple
places, would’ve been proud.
Nixon, however, had a generally less complacent and less
ignorant population to deceive
in the ’60s.
But does that explain the

assuaging silence of
college newspapers—
and I include The
Advocate here—across
the nation during the
wars on terrorism and

Iraq?
With even a pathetic effort to
research the (euphemistically)
dubious history of our political leaders (Bush, Cheney,
Rumsfeld, Ashcroft, Rice and
Powell), anyone could come
across enough information to
be angry. Enough, at the very
least, to support an impeachment proceeding for Bush.
The only reason we might
hesitate is because Cheney,
who would then assume the
presidency, is even more reactionary and filthy rich.
Perhaps Cheney was chosen
for that reason: to take over
when the learning-impaired
Bush, like the typical patsy,

❒ THOLE, Page 7

Americans should support Bush
To the family of the young
American, the one who will be
killed today in Iraq: my condolences. Your suffering is not in
vain. Your sacrifice keeps us safe
from Saddam, who has killed
thousands of people, people we’ve honored by
destroying Iraq.
To Advocate columnist Brett Ortler: What
gives you the right to question the president
about his reasons for war? Didn’t you watch
the State of the Union Address? It’s the most
important speech American presidents give.
Weapons of mass destruction or “Weapons of
mass destruction-related program activities,”
like Bush said, “What’s the difference?”
Ask yourself, Is the world better? Instead of
an evil regime, ours is a republic that watches
over real Americans; even bed-wetting liberals
making treasonous accusations are protected.
According to Ortler, however, “I’ve given no evidence, but trust me, America is the aggressor.”
Gosh Brett, if that’s true I’m cancelling my
spring Disneyland trip. I figured flying to
Florida was safe if troops are flying in the nofly-zone. Guess I’m just plane dum ’cause I
appreciate a government with technically
advancing defenses, capable of exploring Mars
and taking pictures of Uranus from space.
How close must imminent danger get before
the Emergency Terror System opens your
eyes? Are you waiting for flower child pink? Go
to France; they’ve never tasted 9/11. Enjoy
eating quiche a la chicken. We’ll order you two

scud missiles straight into the
Eiffel Tower for brunch. Their
day is coming. Just like China,
Canada <<cough>> remember
<<cough>> SARS. It’s called
“Infinite Justice” for opposing
U.S. resolutions because God supports the war
too. By changing casual Fridays to Patriot Day,
those who want to be hippies (assuming they
get jobs and bathe), will be seen for what they
are: colorless, self-serving idealists.
Overnight, we tapped that fountain of boundless compassion lying within us as George provided the outlet. But Ortler’s ilk and former allies
still want the Associated Press-promised prized
picture—“Poor People: Pampering the Platoon,
Poised for Posterity, Proposing a Public Pool.” If
only our seven Marines had beaten Africa’s coalition to disarm those starving teenagers of
Liberia. Next time, tell Bush, “It’s Nigeria.”
Whatever. I got me a red, white, and blue Amoco
bumper sticker and a “Freedom isn’t—FREE!”
bug shield on my new truck ... and Saddam
gassed his own people. Support the troops, Eh?
At least this president doesn’t uh ...
well he didn’t lie under oath. That oath of office
thing doesn’t count. Al Gore said so after the
2000 election ... and Clinton screwed himself
... he forgot his “Executive Privilege Pass” ...
and until Bush gets caught having sex, he
doesn’t need to answer nobody, so ha!
I bet you’re upset that CBS wouldn’t air that
com❒ POWELL, back page 30-second
mercial made

Your turn
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Jackson, Timberlake give Super Bowl halftime ‘show’ new meaning
So color me confused. All
this outrage over an exposed
breast—something that was
exposed
for such a
short time
that if you
blinked
you’d have
missed it.
Those who
SAMANTHA did see it,
l i k e
MILLER
myself,
still quesColumnist
t i o n
“Aren’t there more
whether
important things people
they just
could be caring this
deeply about?”
saw what
t h e y
thought
they had seen.
For those of you not in the
know, let me clarify and
recap. Sunday night during
the Super Bowl halftime festivities,
Janet
Jackson’s
breast was exposed during
her performance with Justin
Timberlake. Timberlake was
singing his song “Rock Your

Body,” and as he sang the
line “I’ll have you naked by
the end of this song,” he
reached across Jackson and
ripped off part of her costume.
What followed next has been
all over television and the
Internet. Of course it was
blurred out on television, but
thanks to the power of the
Internet, you can still see the
un-pixillated image.
However, this was where the
confusion and controversy
began. Timberlake issued a
statement apologizing for
what happened with the
“wardrobe malfunction.”
Later, Jackson issued a
statement saying that some
changes had taken place to
the choreography after the
final rehearsals, and yes
indeed, the costume had malfunctioned.
Apparently,
Timberlake was only supposed to remove one layer of
the costume, revealing a redlace bra instead.
But
the
Federal

C o m m u n i c a t i o n s
Commission thinks this is
BAD! FCC Chairman Michael
Powell, Colin Powell’s son,
said the FCC is conducting a
“thorough and swift” investigation of this matter. They
will get to the bottom of this
breast baring, and the appropriate fines will be handed
out. According to Slate.com,
Jackson and Timberlake will
not receive fines, though, as
the FCC only has jurisdiction
over the airwaves.
Who will have to pay in the
FCC case? The companies
owning the CBS affiliates
would get slapped with a fine,
or just reminded to watch out
for exposed breasts in the
future, as the affiliates really
had no control over the
show’s content.
The content is now what
will be on trial here. It will
have to be deemed indecent
by the FCC for anything further to happen. I am curious
as to how the FCC is going to
determine this. It’s easier to

stop things before they happen than to go back afterwards and have to get second-hand information.
Something really irks me
about this though. It’s the
fact that CBS did not have a
delay on the broadcast—
meaning everything was happening live without the typical seven-second delay that
happens on most live events.
Does this make any sense to
you? It doesn’t to me. If CBS
was so concerned about the
MTV-produced
halftime
show, then maybe they
should’ve had the delay.
Since the exposed breast was
only seen for maybe two seconds at the longest, it
could’ve been cut before it
was broadcast across the
nation.
Also, one last rant about
this fiasco: people are complaining about the sexual
content and indecency that
happened
during
the
Jackson/Timberlake performance, but are failing to

notice the other things that
probably weren’t the most
appropriate for younger audiences. Nelly was grabbing his
crotch for most of his performance, and Kid Rock was
wearing a poncho made out of
a flag. To me, if you are up in
arms about the breast,
maybe you should take a
closer look at the whole show
before condemning just one
aspect of it.
I guess it really doesn’t matter to me. As far as I’m concerned, it was a breast you
didn’t see that long, and it
was tastefully decorated. I’ve
seen worse things on television. Aren’t there more
important
things
people
could be caring this deeply
about? Like the war or the
budget deficit? How about the
presidential primaries and
caucuses?
Yeah, that’s what I thought.

Miller can be reached
at lefty-smiller@hotmail.com.

Religion no excuse for homophobic beliefs
By BARBIE PORTER
Columnist

I had a beer with my friend Shawn
not long ago. As he pointed out in disgust two men holding hands, I discovered he’s homophobic.
I have a brother who’s gay; it’s obvious to say that the ensuing conversation filled me with dismay. I don’t
mind when people call same-sex partners fags and dykes. After all, we are
what we are. And words seen as
derogatory are only seen that way if
you take them that way. I know a few
gays. They call each other those words
all the time. So, I was used to Shawn’s
use of slang when referring to stereotypes.
What irked me was that he had the
gall to use God as a defense. It was as
if thou shalt not judge suddenly wasn’t in effect. My friend swore off the
idea that he was judging anyone.
Dumfounded, I wondered how declaring another’s life wrong wasn’t judging. When people do that, it makes me

want to repeatedly beat them over the nugget of knowledge slowed his row.
The concept of the creator choosing
head with a tulip, but I refrained.
Shawn countered by telling me that for us what sex we’ll be attracted to
if God intended for Adam and Steve, made Shawn understandably skeptihe would’ve discontinued Eve and vice cal—as denial is always the first step.
I asked him to imagine watching the
versa. He must believe the sole purpose in life is to procreate. I guess it’s eradication of the natural beauty of
nature due to procrean achievable goal and
plausible, but I can’t say
ation. Seeing how
same-sex
couples
much more.
can’t procreate, perIf that is true, I’ve set
haps
homosexuals
my sights too high.
Because we all spring from difare God’s answer to
Seeing how neither of us
ferent trees does not mean we
the population probknow if there is a purare not created equally.
pose to life, I opted to
lem—God’s gift to
-Tupac Shakur
nature if you will.
nod silently. He began to
Then I requested
rationalize,
claiming
that Shawn imagine
that since same-sex
the unexpected and
couples are allegedly
condemned by God, they
untimely births in
have no right to engage
our country. All those
in holy matrimony. And all along I kids just want a family and a set of
thought marriage was all about love loving parents. Maybe God’s trying to
help those waiting for adoption after
and commitment.
My friend was unaware that scien- all. Like clockwork, my friend questists can tell at birth if you’ll have gay tioned the parenting abilities of homotendencies by examining DNA. That sexuals. I didn’t have a response, but

“

▼

over Christmas break I received one.
My brother and his husband have a
boy. I brought my nieces and nephews
to the gym in a futile attempt to run
the energy out of them. During the
ride home, one of my nephews began
calling every other person a gay-wad,
which, I presume is a wad of gayness.
I felt tension in the car because my
brother’s boy was in the backseat.
Through my rearview mirror, however,
I realized I was the only tense one in
the car. He was laughing along,
singing my other nephew’s song. I
guess at the end of the day it’s all
about love—something he gets plenty
of.
I know I haven’t changed Shawn’s
mind or any homophobic minds that
may be reading this. Only one person
can do that, but if I can put a crack
into that mentality and plant a seed of
thought ... “Because we all spring
from different trees does not mean we
are not created equally.” Tupac
Shakur
Porter can be reached
at porterba@mnstate.edu.

2.05.04

MSUM student
art exhibition
opens Monday
A student art exhibit will be on display
Feb. 9-23 in the Roland Dille Center for
the Arts gallery. The exhibit is in partial
fulfillment of students’ bachelor of arts
and bachelor of science degrees.
A reception for the artists will be held
from 4 to 6 p.m. Feb. 12 in the gallery.
It’s free and open to the public.
Several students will be exhibiting their
work: Amanda Scherzer from Moorhead
is the daughter of David and Pat
Scherzer. She will exhibit drawings.
Caley Steward from Wadena, Minn., is
the son of Theresa Sievers and Jack
Steward. He will exhibit graphic designs.
Jessica Matson from Cooperstown,
N.D., is the daughter of David and Mary
Matson. She will exhibit drawings and
paintings.
Robb Siverson from Grand Forks, N.D.,
is the son of Carol Siverson. He will exhibit photography.
Bret Newton from Thief River Falls,
Minn., is the son of Alan and Dianna
Newton. He will exhibit paintings.
Mamie Phillips from Kindred, N.D., is
the daughter of Bill and Regelia Wilson.
She will exhibit sculpture and paintings.
Tara Hager from New York Mills, Minn.,
is the daughter of Terry and Arlene
Scheidecker. She will exhibit paintings
and ceramics.
Gallery hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday, Wednesday and Friday; and 9
a.m. to 7 p.m. Tuesday and Thursday.

Hanson delivers ‘Size Hot Wax
of Life’ to F-M area
TOP 30 REQUESTS
FROM KMSC

1 AIR

The Plains Art Museum presents
Duane Hanson: Portraits from the
Heartland, an exhibition by famed
sculptor Duane Hanson. The exhibition offers a different perspective
on the artist and his work.
The first large-scale exhibition of
his work is to be displayed near the
location of his birth and burial; it is
also the first of its kind to focus primarily on Hanson's Midwestern
upbringing. The exhibit, which features images of ordinary people—
like blue-collar workers and the elderly—was formulated by Hanson’s
belief that people have been marginalized by society.
Hanson was born in Alexandria,
Minn., and was raised in the
nearby
Parkers
Prairie.
A
Midwestern upbringing molded
Hanson's morals and cemented the
value of hard work. Hanson identified with both the financial and
physical difficulties that those who
made a living from general labor faced.
Over the course of his career, Hanson
created sculptures whose subjects included working-class members of society, influential people and children.
Their facial expressions are in-depth,
contemplative and sometimes melancholy. Their physical appearances imply
a profession or position in society. By

2 SUN KIL MOON

Photo Editor

Ani DiFranco ventures into minimalist
territory with her newest release,
“Educated Guess.” With an acoustic guitar, microphone and little else, DiFranco
marks her capability as an artist and
producer by singing, playing, recording
and mixing the entire album alone.
DiFranco even created most of the artwork within the elaborate 38-page insert.
It is possibly one of the finest aspects of
the album, presented so well that one
could regret copying instead of buying
the album.
However, the album is frankly uninspiring. Though reminiscent of her 2001 release, “Reveling and Reckoning,” the
album’s raw production disservices the
music. DiFranco’s signature acoustic
guitar sound, though at times fitting, becomes redundant by the end. The album
follows en route with what Difranco’s
next move should be.
The entire album is based on usual topics: feminism, sexism, racism, politics
and the occasional random poem.
Though it isn’t DiFranco’s most progressive album, it does mark another
turning point for the artist. The intimate
production returns her to her musical
roots, yet contains an astute sense of
lyrical wisdom. As always, DiFranco’s

lyrics are beautifully constructed; every song is a
poetic statement.
“Grand Canyon,” one of
three spoken poems on
the album, is DiFranco’s
feminist perspective on
her reaction to 9/11.
“Why can’t all decent men
and women call themselves feminists? Out of
respect for those who
fought for this—I mean
look around—we have
this.”
DiFranco followers will
not be impressed with
“Educated Guess,” and
people who have never
cared for her will not
strike a new interest.
However, the album adds
yet another chapter to
DiFranco’s avid determination as an artist and an
activist.
“How can one talk of the role of politics
in art when art is activism. And anyway,
both are just a lifelong light shining
through
swinging
prism.”—Ani
DiFranco, “Educated Guess.”
Trygstad can be reached
at shadowfire@hotmail.com.

Ghosts...

3 PHANTOM PLANET

Phantom...

4 CLOUD CULT

Aurora Borealis

5 HORRORPOPS
6 ELBOW

Hell Yeah
Cast Of Thousands

7 DRUGMONEY
8 SOUNDS

Mtn Cty Jnk
Living In America

9 KIDS OF WIDNEY HIGH

Alive [EP]

11 COUGARS

Nice, Nice

13 ELECTRELANE
14 STEREOLAB
15 VICIOUS VICIOUS
16 LOT SIX
17 TORI AMOS
18 OXFORD COLLAPSE
19 DROOL BROTHERS
20 WEAKERTHANS

placing this imagery in the museum setting, Hanson explored the meaning of his
art in the gallery context.
The exhibition includes 22 sculptures
from the collections of Hanson's widow,
Wesla Hanson, and collector David
Gossoff. The exhibition will travel to several other museums in the Midwest
and Canada.

Act...

10 IMA ROBOT
12 FITNESS

DiFranco overreaches with ‘Educated Guess’
By BRITTA TRYGSTAD

Talkie Walkie

21 STATISTICS
22 PETRACOVICH

Call Me...
The Power Out
Margerine Eclipse
Blood...
Major Fables
Tales...
Oxford...
Kasio...
Reconstruction
Leave Your Name
Blue Cotton...

23 NEW AUGUST
24 GARAGELAND
25 GROODIES
26 JETS OVERHEAD
27 SEEKONK
28 BAYSIDE
29 STARSAILOR
30 ELEVEN

Fall
Last Exit...
Groodies
Jets Overhead
For Barbara Lee
Sirens...
Silence Is Easy
Howling

Heynen reads, speaks
with MSUM students

Three flames for
“Educated Guess.”

Author Jim Heynen, noted for his short
stories about “the boys,” will read from
his work at 8 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 5 in
King Hall Auditorium as a part of the
Tom McGrath Visiting Writers Series.
He’ll also talk on the writer’s craft at 4
p.m. that day in the library porch.
The St. Paul native who teaches at St.
Olaf College in Northfield, Minn., is the
author of “The Boys’ House: New and
Selected Stories” along with “Standing
Naked: New and Selected Poems,” and
the novels “Being Youngest” and
“Cosmos Coyote and William the Nice.”

By BRETT GILBERTSON
Staff Writer

Gov. Schwarzenegger adopted Twisted
Sister’s “We’re Not Gonna Take It” as his
campaign theme song last year. Now that
he is California’s governor, the Austrian
muscleman should appoint a band like
The Thrills to his staff. Their odes to
California cities and sunsets could do
more for tourism than a single season of
“The O.C.”
Though hailing from Ireland, it’s clear
that singer Conor Deasy and his mates
would rather sip mai tais along a San
Diego beach than slam pints in a Dublin
pub.
The band’s Cali crush is evident just by
reading “So Much For The City’s” track
list, which includes titles such as “Santa
Cruz (You’re Not that Far)” and “Big Sur.”
However, The Thrills are not the first
musicians to announce a jones for the
Golden State. During the ’70s, both the
Eagles and Jackson Browne showed
California as a decadent fast lane, while
The Thrills salute the state’s serene
scenic routes.
But the state’s musical history plays
just as important of a role as its landscape on The Thrills’ debut. Armed with
Beach Boys hooks and Byrd licks, The
Thrills use roots-rock to spread nostalgia, while Deasy’s frail voice recalls a
mixture of a sleep-deprived Gram
Parsons and Dylan McKay, “Beverly Hills
90210’s” affluent beach bum.

Like early 90210
episodes,
The
Thrills are best
when they don’t
take themselves
too seriously: “Hey,
hey you’re The
Monkees/People
said you monkeyed
around/But nobody’s
listening
now.” Their best
lyrics are fun and
comforting,
but
they
certainly
won’t save the
world.
However,
the
last half suffers
from the same
problems as later
90210 episodes
by taking itself
too
seriously
(“You spent your
life
inspiring
envy/but
not
yourself”).
The Thrills don’t need to be as complicated as The Shins or as introspective as
Grandaddy. Their music is about being
in the moment and the best moments are
never that complex.
As a whole, their debut is pretty
convincing. With just one spin, The
Thrills will have listeners believing
California is all sunshine and love.

❒ THOLE, from page 4
took the fall.
“Hey guys, how is everything going
at home? Not too bad here. OK, I am
lying. I think we may only have to be
here ’til around March, which is good
news. But (sic), I had never thought
that I would be this long over here. I
was optimistic, back in March of this
last year, that we would be home by
late June-early July of 2003. Our military leaders really are some manipulative bastards. I just want to get
home. I know that none of you are
thinking of military service, which is
good. If I would have known how
much of a sacrifice it could have been,
my choice for extra money for college
would have been to take a different
path. Losing faith in one’s country
(sic) is not something anyone should
feel. My youth is wasted here, and so
is our cause for being here. I don’t
think Iraq will ever change. I have no
idea what they are saying at home,
but this is far from where our president and his subordinates want to be,
believe me.”
A friend currently stationed in Iraq
wrote this to me in mid-November.
With his permission, I am sharing it
with you.
So if nothing else, start thinking
critically before buying into the imperialist “We’re winning the hearts and
minds,” and “They hate us for our
freedom” rhetoric that defies logic.
Certain fundamentalist Muslims may
hate freedom, and no rational human
would apologize for terrorist attacks
that take innocent American lives,
but the missing element in that
stance is to what degree American
foreign policy, often definitively terroristic itself, is responsible for cultivating such violent anti-Americanism.
Recognize—as a critical thinking
college student would—when soundbyte pundits duck behind the stars
and stripes as if they were impervious
terrorist repellents. Wake up and
smell the propaganda.
Dan Thole
MSUM Senior

5:00—Film
5:20—Art Breaker
5:40—Me and the Man
6:00—Dorthy Fix
6:20—Sig Cell
6:40—Film
7:00—David Sol
7:20—Sah
7:40—Nic Garcia

Fargo-Moorhead
events
and
performances

2.7

Hopefully now, Twisted Sister’s Dee
Snider can pack away his mascara
for good.
Gilbertson can be reached
at gilbrtsn@mnstate.edu.

Three and a half
flames for The
Thrills.

Bands performing at the Fargo Winter Carnivale
2:00—Leo Rondean
2:20—Broken Face
2:40—Ken Parker
3:00—Manchester Bulge
3:20—Film
3:40—Josh Harty
4:00—When the Dimes Falls
4:20—The Tarryers
4:40—Strong Like Bear

BAR

SIDE

‘Thrills’ revive early ’90s attitude

8:00—When Something Fails
8:50—Fake
9:10—Badimo
9:30—June Panic
9:50—Enola Gays
10:10—Film/Adam Hagen Comedy
10:40—St. Vitas
11:00—The Dirty Frenchmen
11:55—The Chris Danforths

The Abandoned Scout Camp
presents the 2nd annual Fargo
Winter Carnivale 2 p.m.
Saturday, at the Fargo
Theatre. The event will feature music, visual art and
films by local and national
artists. There will also be a
stand-up comedy routine by
Adam Hagen. The last event
will be a showing of
“American Beauty” at 12:30
a.m. Admission for the
Carnivale is $10 at the door
(or $5 with a costume). There
is an additional $5 charge for
attending the movie. For
more information, contact
Casey Borchert at 306-5878.

2.5-3.8
The MSUM planetarium presents “Larry the Cat in Space”
at 2 p.m. Sundays and 7 p.m.
Mondays General admission

SP RTS
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ON THE MAT with JEREMY KELLAR

Back in action
Kellar rebounds after three-year hiatus from the mat
By CASEY MOEN
Staff Writer

Three years ago, Jeremy
Kellar’s national title aspirations
were little more than a dream.
Questions of what might have
been replaced talk of what of the
young Fargo South wrestler
might become. Kellar left MSUM
and made some mistakes many
young people make.
“A lot of it’s just growing up.
You find out what your priorities
really are. I think it’s just maturing a little bit, and that comes
with age and time,” Kellar said.
Kellar has returned to MSUM
with the goal of becoming an AllAmerican. In his fourth year of
eligibility, he’s given his teammates new reason to appreciate
the meaning of the word senior.
“We say he’s got old-man
strength,” joked senior teammate Desmond Radunz.
Although he declined to give
his age, Kellar takes such goodnatured ribbing lightly. He has
worked hard to get to where he’s
at now and, in fact, he has
already accomplished his goal of
becoming an All-American.
Well, sort of.
Kellar was one of 34 wrestlers
named to the 2002-2003 NCAA
Division II Wrestling AllAcademic Team as a member of
the second team. Kellar is proud
of that achievement, but it’s that
other All-American team he really wants to be a part of.
“It’s always been a dream to be
a wrestling All-American,” he
said. “My ultimate goal is to go

LIZZIE STARK/THE ADVOCATE

Jeremy Kellar flips an opponent in the Dragons exhibition dual
against Ridgewater Community College on Jan. 28.
to nationals and be an AllAmerican.”
If the start of this season is any
indication, Kellar has a shot at
his goal. After going undefeated
at the Terry Haws Dual tournament in St. John’s Jan. 17,
Kellar was named Dragon athlete of the week and NSIC
wrestler of the week. He was

also recently named a captain of
the Dragon wrestling team.
“We don’t do that too often during the middle of the year,”
Dragon coach Keenan Spiess
said of the honor. “He shows
such good leadership.”
To Spiess, the age factor isn’t a
detriment for Kellar. However,
his time off meant it would take

a little longer for Kellar to reach
the level he had wrestled at
before leaving school.
“It takes a little while to shake
that rust off. Toward the end of
(last season) we saw him come
back. The first couple weeks (of
this season) he really started
clicking,” Spiess said.
Radunz agreed that it couldn’t
have been easy for Kellar to start
wrestling again.
“Other sports you can take
time off, but in wrestling it’s
tough,” Randunz said. “He
worked really hard in the fall. He
got a lot quicker.”
If you ask Kellar, he’ll tell you
that they’re both right.
“When I came back it was really frustrating. Really, I hadn’t
worked out for four years. It
seemed like (I) would wrestle for
five days a week and have one
good day.
“After coming back the next
summer, I noticed that my
conditioning had gotten better. From last year to this
year, it was even that much
more improvement.”
Kellar said he came back to
school not so much because
he missed the call of the mat,
but because he felt a sense of
duty toward the coach who
gave him a chance to wrestle
at the collegiate level.
MSUM wrestling coach John
Sterner, now retired, coached
when Kellar was a freshman.
Keller, who felt he let the longtime Dragon coach down with

❒ KELLAR, page 9

WRESTLING

MSUM wrestling smashes Morris, fall to Mankato
By CASEY MOEN
Staff Writer

The Dragon wrestlers split
last
week,
defeating
Minnesota-Morris
50-0
Wednesday, Jan. 28 and
falling to Minnesota StateMankato 28-9 Friday. The
shutout against Morris was
MSUM’s third shutout so far
this season. The Dragons
shut out Concordia and St.
Olaf earlier in the season.
The Dragons faced a depleted Minnesota-Morris team at
home Wednesday. Seniors
Desmond Radunz, Cody Ranz
and Ryan Kopiasz and junior
Josh Jansen all won by forfeit. Freshman Quentin Utley
picked up his first varsity win
at 197 pounds. Sophomore
Danny Meyer (149 pounds)
and James Winter (heavyweight)
pinned
their
Minnesota-Morris opponents.
As part of its transition from

A
LOOK
AHEAD

Division II to Division III,
Minnesota-Morris will no
longer include wrestling as
part of its athletic program
next year.
The meet was a good opportunity for a few younger
Dragon wrestlers to gain
experience and for others to
pick up wins.
The dual with Minnesota
State-Mankato didn’t go as
well. The two nationallyranked teams squared off in
Mankato and left without
season win number nine.
The Dragons are currently
ranked No. 18 in the nation
and the Mavericks are
ranked No. 15.
MSUM picked up two wins
over the Mavericks; Jansen
won a 6-3 decision over Sam
Donner at 157 pounds and
Radunz won by forfeit at 133
pounds.
“Mankato wrestled pretty
well, and we wrestled pretty

MEN’S HOOPS
The MSUM men’s basketball team visits
Norther n State this
Saturday at 8 p.m.

flat, and it was a combination
of both,” coach Keenan
Spiess explained was the reason for the loss.
The Dragons posted a similar score in their dual a week
earlier against the NDSU
Bison. Just as in that 29-8
defeat in Fargo, the Dragons
lost some points in close
matches, slightly skewing the
team score.
Kopiasz lost a 6-4 decision
to Josh Janousek at 184
pounds and Meyer lost by the
same score at 157 pounds.
“They were still close
matches that we could’ve
won,” senior Jeremy Kellar
said. “We didn’t go up there
prepared enough. It seemed
like things just went bad for
everyone. We’ve got a month
to make up for it.”
The Dragons have NSIC
opponents
Southwest
Minnesota
State
and
Northern State left on their

WOMEN’S HOOPS
MSUM also pays a visit to
Northern (Aberdeen, S.D.)
State. The Lady Wolves host
the Dragon women at 6 p.m.

schedule. MSUM wrestlers
will also face regional opponents from South Dakota
State and St. Cloud State.
“It’s the last stretch before
regions,” Spiess said. “We
definitely want to win the rest
of our duals to get some
momentum going into regionals.”
The
Dragons
faced
Southwest Minnesota State,
Marshall Wednesday, Feb. 4.
MSUM’s next meet is at
Northern (Aberdeen, S.D.)
State Wednesday, Feb. 11.
The Dragons are on the road
until Feb. 19, when they host
St. Cloud State at 7 p.m.
Radunz said this is not the
time to be optimistic.
“We’re going to destroy any
team that tries to stand in the
way of what we’ve got,” he
said.
Moen can be reached
at caseymoen@hotmail.com.

Thursday, Feb. 5, 2004

Dragons
roll on
road trip
JOSEPH BOUSHEE
Staff Writer

The MSUM women completed a successful NSIC road
trip, winning games against
Southwest
(Marshall)
Minnesota State 60-57 on
Friday, Jan. 30 and rolling
past Wayne (Neb.) State 68-47
on Saturday, Jan. 31.
The road trip leaves the
MSUM women with a 12-9
overall record and a 5-5
record in the NSIC.
“We got a little lazy on Friday
night,” MSUM head
coach
Karla Nelson said. “It was a
situation that if we hang in
the game long enough, we
were going to win.”
The Dragons held on long
enough to come out with a
win against the Mustangs (108, 3-4 NSIC), earning a cool
12 points off the bench.
Senior forward Liz Klukas
had 11 points and 12 rebonds.
Klukas was voted NSIC
women’s basketball player of
the week.
“Liz (Klukas) played really
well,” Nelson said.
Kris Hairston had 12 points
and 15 points for the
Mustangs.
The Dragons went into the
second half tied 26-26
against Wayne State (10-10,
3-6 NSIC).
They came out in the second
half and outscored the
Wildcats 42-21 to emerge with
a convincing 68-47 victory.
“We played some of our best
basketball of the year,”
Nelson said.
Klukas had another stellar
performance to end the series,
recording 17 points and 16
rebounds, while Brenna Rollie
contributed 15 points.
The Dragons’ reserves had
another
promising
day,
adding another 25 points off
the bench.
Lauren Gustafson was the
only Wildcat to score in double figures with 11 points.
MSUM held a 45-26 advantage on the boards, but suffered by turning the ball over
23 times.
“We’ve never swept that
road trip before,” Nelson
exclaimed. “Coming in, I
certainly
was
a
little
stressed. The girls showed
great character to win those
games,” she said.
MSUM
visits
Northern
(Aberdeen,
S.D.)
State
Saturday, Feb. 7. Tip-off is
scheduled for 6 p.m. at the
Barnett Center.
Boushee can be reached
at joebousheeusa@yahoo.com.

WRESTLING

TRACK AND FIELD

The No. 18 Dragons travel
to St. John’s University,
Collegeville, to participate in
the North Country duals on
Saturday.

The Dragons run around
Fargo-Moorhead this weekend. First at the Concordia
Pentathlon Friday and enter
the Bison Open Saturday.

Thursday, Feb. 5, 2004
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MEN’S BASKETBALL

Mustangs, Wildcats stage comebacks to top Dragons
By DUSTIN MONKE
Sports Editor

The MSUM men’s basketball
team encountered a rough
weekend that ended with two
road losses, extending its losing streak to
three games,
having now
lost five of its
last
six
games.
On Friday,
Jan.
30,
Southwest
M i n n e s o t a Globys
State ripped
off a three-minute, 15-2 run in
the second half on its way to a
79-67 victory over the Dragons
(11-10, 4-6 NSIC).
The win broke the Mustangs’
(8-12, 2-7 NSIC) six-game losing streak.
MSUM held small leads
throughout the first half,
including a 34-33 halftime lead.

Southwest State junior forward Elijah Starlz had 23
points on 9 of 14 shooting and
pulled down five rebounds.
Junior guard Ridas Globys
led the Dragons with 17
points and five rebounds.
Junior guard
Ben
Aalto
and
junior
f o r w a r d
D e a n d r e
Buchanan
each scored
11
points.
Buchanan
grabbed five
Buchanan
boards and
came
up
with
three steals.
Southwest State junior guard
LaRon Dawn had 13 points,
seven rebounds, five assists
and three steals off the bench.
The Dragons played the
weekend without starting
forward Chris Anderson.
The
junior
added
to

Concordia Duals
give Dragon track
and field a triumph
By CASEY MOEN
Staff Writer

The MSUM track and field
team traveled a few blocks
west to Concordia’s Olson
Forum to compete in the
Cobber Duals Saturday.
Senior Marc Brown and
sophomore Mike Shonblom
each took first for the men,
while sophomore Heather
Schuster
took
first
for the women.
Schuster’s 1-minute, 36.37
second time in the 600meter set a new school
record and provisionally
qualified her for the NCAA
Division II Indoor Track and
Field Championships in the
800-meter.
Brown and senior Belinda
Eastlack have also provisionally qualified for the Indoor
Championships, to be held
March 12-13 in Boston.
Eastlack’s 56-9 mark in the
weight throw at the Cobber
Duals was second.
Brown won the 55-meter, an
event which he has provisionally qualified for, with a sprint
time of 6.50, only one-tenth of

a second ahead of the
next finisher.
Shonblom’s win came in the
200-meter with a time of
23.08. Shonblom was also
sixth in the 55-meter at
6.75 seconds.
Sophomore Kristan Anderson
achieved a personal record
with a long jump distance of
17-6. She finished third in the
long jump and second in the
triple jump at 36-3.
Taking second place for the
women was Jill Mostad in the
pole vault and freshman
Allison Jansen in the 1000meter.
Sophomore
Sarah
Thome took third place in the
800.
Second place finishers for the
men were sophomore Dusty
Cossette in the 400-meter,
junior Dennis Delude in the
600 and senior Matt Willprecht
in the triple jump.
Jamestown (N.D.) College and
Bemidji (Minn.) State picked
up wins over the Dragon men’s
team that finished second with
a dual record of 2-2.
Moen can be reached
at caseymoen@hotmail.com.

Dragons injury list.
Freshman center Kyle Nelson
has been sidelined since
December with a knee injury
and won’t return this season.
Anderson hopes to make his
return this weekend.
“Being shorthanded, our guys
played
extremely
hard,”
Dragons head coach Stu
Engen said.
Engen credited the supporting cast of senior guard Jeff
Johnson, sophomore forward
Alan Hoeper and senior forward Corey Juhl, who have
stepped up after the injuries.
“He’s worked his tail off,”
Engen said of Juhl. “In minimal minutes he has his opportunities to contribute.”
Although Engen said the
bench has stepped up on the
defensive side of the ball, the
Dragons were held to only 17
points off the bench against
the Mustangs.
After holding the lead

throughout the first half and
most of the second half, a barrage of free throws gave Wayne
(Neb.) State the 69-58 victory
over the visiting Dragons
Saturday, Jan. 31.
After leading for nearly 35
minutes, MSUM succumbed to
Wayne State’s hot hand from
the charity stripe.
MSUM jumped to a 30-16
halftime lead. Then the
Wildcats (13-8, 7-3 NSIC) started to slowly whittle it away.
With 2:31 left in the game,
junior guard Derek Archer
made a layup, giving Wayne
State a 57-56 lead. It was the
first Wildcats lead since the
early minutes of the first half.
The Dragons would never
lead again as Wayne State
shot 10 of 10 in crunch time
free throws.
“They capitalized on some
mistakes on our end,”
Engen said.
The Wildcats shot a com-

bined 37 for 43 from the
free-throw line.
Wayne State junior center Brett Cain led the
Wildcats with 24 points
and 12 rebounds, including 14 of 19 shooting from
the charity stripe.
Buchanan had a team-high
21 points on 7 of 10 shooting
for the Dragons.
Archer finished with 15
points and had 12 rebounds
while hitting 9 of 9 from the
free-throw line.
Globys put up 17 points
again, this time coming
of f the bench.
“We didn’t play very well to
close out either game,”
Engen said.
The Dragons stay on the road
this weekend as they travel to
face Northern (Aberdeen, S.D.)
State Feb. 7.

applied
knowledge
and
strength to score wins in dual
meets over wrestlers from
Jamestown (N.D.) College,
Dickinson
(N.D.)
State,
Concordia and MinnesotaMorris. Kellar also finished
third in his weight class at the
St. Cloud State Invitational.
Unfortunately for Kellar, who
also assists with a youth
wrestling program, his age is
beginning to show, though not
in the way he wrestles.
All of the upperclassmen on the
Dragon wrestling team are helping the younger wrestlers grow.
“It’s a treat with my first year of
coaching to be blessed with
such leaders,” Spiess said of the
seniors he inherited in his first
year as head coach at MSUM. “It
definitely makes things easier.”
Kellar said he doesn’t intend
to become a head coach,
though it might have more to
do with his expected work

schedule than anything. Still,
it’s hard to ignore the coachspeak in his words.
“I don’t think anyone expects
anything more than yourself.
Winners see failure as an
opportunity
to
succeed.
Failures let failure bury them
further. As long as there is
hope, failures are just learning
tools to become a better athlete
or student,” he said.
In the end, it always comes
back to winning, and the elder
Dragon sees plenty of it in his
team’s future.
“I think we have a good coach.
We have some guys on the team
that work hard,” Kellar said. “We
just want to prove we’re not
going to go out without a fight.
We want to make a mark in the
region and at nationals.”
What better way than to finish
as an All-American?

Monke can be reached
at dmonke@forumcomm.com.

❒ KELLAR, from 8
his departure.
“I felt like I owed him something,” Keller said.
Ultimately, several people in
the Dragon wrestling program
made it easy for Kellar to decide
whether or not to come back.
“A couple guys encouraged me
(to come back). I wanted to contribute to the team. At that
point, it wasn’t whether I was
going to be on varsity or not. I
just wanted to help the team.”
Kellar was awarded an
Associated
General
Contractors of Minnesota
scholarship in 2003. He is a
construction
management
major, and an internship last
summer gave him valuable
experience in the field.
“You take every learning experience and apply it to all aspects
of your life,” Kellar said. “To me,
that just makes sense. It molds
you into who you are.”
So far this year, Kellar has

Moen can be reached
at caseymoen@hotmail.com.
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Help Wanted

For Rent

Spring Break

Ideal job for students doing light
commercial cleaning in office
settings. Must be able to work
Monday through Friday, early
evenings with every weekend
off. Shifts vary from two to five
hours per day. Apply in person at
3431 4th Ave. S., Suite C.

Large 3 bed, 2 bath duplex with
large family room, laundry and
extra room. Heat paid, $800/mo.
Open now or March 1,
238-0081.

SPRING BREAK with Mazatlan
Express. Mazatlan/Cancun.
From $499+. Or earn a free trip
by being a rep. (800) 366-4786
or www.mazexp.com.

“X” MARKS THE SPOT, 6, 9 or
12 mo. lease, brand new, dbl
gar, w/d, f/c, comm. rm, elev.
and soooo much more. CALL
NOW! 356-9999. Sorry no pets.
EHO.

ACT NOW! Book 11 people, get
12th trip free. Visit the official
Web site for spring break ‘04.
The best deals to the hottest
destinations. Group discounts for
six+. www.springbreakdiscounts.com or (800) 838-8202.

Need to make money, but don’t
want to work for $6.00/hr? Call
1-888-465-0148 to set up an
appointment. Join our team!
(Fargo-Moorhead based).
Looking for a change of view?
Come to the mountains of N.H.
Camp Robindel is looking for a
patient, fun, high-energy staff.
Learn more at www.robindel.com
and apply online or call
498-0430.
Live-in. Need college girl to live
in private home. Pay your way
through college and gain excellent work experience with this
great job. Room, board and
$150/month. (701) 237-3959.
Part-Time Banquet/Catering Wait
Staff. Earn between $6-10 per
hour depending on events.
Flexible schedule. Must be available Saturdays for events.
Applications available at the
Plains Art Museum at the front
desk.
Aspiring Models and Talent!
Males/Females 21+ to audition
for local, honest and fun
model/talent agency. Join
Ultimate Image, the fastest
growing agency in North Dakota.
(701) 271-0402.

Think
you have
what it
takes?
The Advocate
needs columnists, cartoonists,
staff writers and
a copy
editor.
To apply, e-mail
advocate@
mnstate.edu.

Large 3 bed apt. 1/2 block from
MSUM. Heat paid, laundry.
$600/mo. Open now or March 1,
238-0081.
Renting one and two bedroom
apartments for summer and/or
2004-2005 school year. Heat
paid. Quiet, smoke-free building
close to campus. 1011 20th St.
S., Moorhead. 293-3059.

Acapulco Spring Break for $100
less per room with Bianchi-Rossi
Tours! Call 1-800-875-4525
NOW before it’s too late!
Save Money - Book Now with Acapulco’s #1 spring
break company.
www.bianchi-rossi.com

Miscellaneous
For Sale
For sale: Several one-way tickets to The Hague. After Nov.
2004, they will go to the White
House, where they are sure to
get used. Make an offer
at www.ourkidsRf**ked.com
For more information about advertising with The Advocate, send
us an e-mail:
advocate@mnstate.edu

Free Pregnancy Testing with
RN’s. Your FirstChoice for pregnancy related concerns. Caring
and confidential. Clinic services:
237-6530.

Advocate Advertising
477-2365
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❒ POWELL, from 4
30-second commercial made by
the Democrats during the
Super Bowl. They refused to
because the media is too liberal
already, and it was offensive.
Little kids dressed up like bluecollar workers paying George’s
bills. Geez Ortler, what a boob!
CBS is a family values network.
That’s why they let George’s
friends advertise. Like R. J.
Reynolds, who doesn’t want us
smoking, and his other drug
company friends, who want to
help us Bush supporters with
our erectile dysfunction, so that
we’ll be ready to vote. They
should put his beautiful face on
Mt. Rushmore, between Lincoln

and Hoover.
Mr. Ortler, if you’re still
ungrateful, then pack your
smelly hemp-lined bags and
move into Saddam’s bombedout castle. We will watch your
poetry on live television and
when the chemical programs are
found, you can apologize on FOX
News at 9! You’ll see firsthand
that “One killed, seven injured”
includes many whose legs were
blown off totaling 8 casualties.
That’s why George courageously
gazed into the lens from the
Roosevelt Room and blurted out
his scripted soundbyte.
Two hours later, from the
rooftops of Baghdad, the insur-

gents “brought it on!” One
gazed into his lens, sighted the
neck of a 20-year-old American
and answered our president’s
schoolyard challenge by pulling
the trigger. This young man
was in Iraq after the war ended,
so he could earn money for college. His cousin, also there, was
allowed temporary leave. On a
cargo plane next to the body, he
returned home to bury the first
Minnesotan killed in Iraq. We
can’t all get an education without the military’s help. I do
appreciate that.
Leave George alone. His
numbers here are down while
in Iraq they’re doubling.

Accidents, hostile deaths, suicides of both types—the “drove
past check-point” type and
“American kid leaves Iraq by
painting the wall red after eating his own gun” type—and
other war stuff like the deficit.
Don’t believe liberal buttheads
like Ortler when they say, “We
will not forget,” that our job is
to question orders because the
soldier can’t, and shouldn’t.

For this they trust in us, for
this they protect us.
Stand now and declare with
me, “I support this war, whatever the hell it’s for, and will
say it proudly to any armless
vet who comes kicking at my
door. May God bless George
W. Bush and may God help
the USA.”
Jimmy P. Powell
MSUM sophomore

